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All groups considered are finite and p denotes a prime. The ordinary (and 
modular) irreducible characters of a group G are partitioned intop-blocks of 
G. For a block B of G, there is a conjugacy class of p-subgroups D that are 
called defect groups of B. We let Irr(G) denote the set of ordinary irreducible 
characters of G. If JDI = pd and ]PI = p”, where P E Syl,(G), then 
pmsd 1 x( 1) whenever x E Irr(G) n B. The height of x is defined to be the 
largest integer h such that pmAdth I x(1). 
Brauer [l] conjectured that every x E Irr(G) n B has height 0 if and only 
if D is abelian. Brauer and Feit [2] proved the conjecture.if d < 2. Reynolds 
[ 131 proved the result in the case where D a G. Fong [3] showed that one 
direction is true for p-solvable G. Namely, if G is p-solvable and D is 
abelian, then each x E B n Irr(G) has height 0. He also showed that the 
converse was true for the principal block of a p-solvable group G. In this 
paper, we look at the converse for solvable groups. 
Suppose that G is solvable and that every x E B n Irr(G) has height 0. Is 
D abelian? We answer the question affirmatively if ]G] is odd or if p > 5. 
For p = 3, the answer is affirmative if G does not involve a certain group J 
of order 23 . 3 . 7. Under fairly strong assumptions, the answer is afftrmative 
for p = 2. 
For characters v and y of G, we let [~,p] denote the inner product of q 
and ,L If N 4 G and 0 E Irr(N), we let Irr(G 10) = {x E Irr(G) I [x,,,, f3] # 0). 
By a “reduction” theorem of Fong [4] ( see Theorem 2.6 below), we will be 
able to assume that B n Irr(G) = Irr(G ] a) for some a E Irr(O,,(G)). Under 
these circumstances, it will suffice to show that G has abelian Sylow-p- 
subgroups. This leads to an interesting module action. 
Suppose that for some solvable group G that ] G : G’ ] = p and that p)J G’ I. 
Assume that G acts faithfully and irreducibly on an elementary abelian 
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group V such that for each x E V, then C&x) contains a Sylow-p-subgroup 
of G. If p > 5, or if ] G] is odd, or under appropriate hypotheses for p = 2 or 
p = 3; we show (Theorem 3.3) that K is either cyclic or a quaternion group 
of order 8. We will also give examples showing the necessity of the 
additional hypotheses when p is 2 or 3. 
We mention one corollary of Theorem 3.3. Suppose that G is a solvable 
primitive permutation group on B and p ] /G]. Assume that whenever A c 0 
and lA( < 3, then A is left invariant by some Sylow-p-subgroup of G. Then 
P< 3. 
We would like to thank P. Fong for a reprint of [5]. In this paper, he 
deals with the conjecture of Brauer in the case that G is solvable andp is the 
largest prime divisor of ]G]. When sending the reprint, he indicated that 
Theorem 2 of that paper is incorrect. However, some of the ideas there have 
certainly been useful here. In fact, we do prove Brauer’s conjecture in this 
case (see Corollary 2.8). Also we give a corrected version (Corollary 4.1) of 
Theorem 2 of [S]. Section 1 deals with preliminaries and certain results that 
have frequent use. Section 3 is almost entirely the proof of Theorem 3.3. In 
Section 2, we will prove the results about characters and blocks using 
Theorem 3.3. In Section 4, we will give some corollaries of Theorem 3.3 and 
some examples of module actions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with some results about both characters and group actions. 
While some of these results should be familiar to the reader, their frequent 
use makes it convenient to state them here. Parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1.1 
may be found in Theorems 5.1.4 and 5.2.3 of [7]. Part (iii) is counting. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Q be a q-group for a prime q. Let A act faithfully on Q 
and suppose that (I A 1, q) = 1. Then 
(i) A acts faithfuzly on Q/@(Q), h w ere Q(Q) denotes the Frattini 
subgroup of Q; 
(ii) (Fitting) If Q is abelian, then Q = C,(A) x [Q, A 1; 
(iii) Zf A # 1 is a p-group, then p 1 (IQ : C,(A)1 - 1). 
We say that H acts fixed-point-freely on N if H acts on N and C,(h) = 1 
whenever 1 # h E H. A group G is a Frobenius group if and only if there 
exist N, H < G such that G = NH, 1 # N a G, and H acts fixed-point-freely 
on N. In this case, N is the Frobenius kernel of G and H is called a 
Frobenius complement. We let Q, denote the generalized quaternion group 
of order n > 8. 
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LEMMA 1.2. (i) If Q is a Sylow-subgroup of a Frobenius complement, 
then either Q is cyclic or Q z Q, for some n > 8; 
(ii) If Q is a quaternion group and tf 1 # A < Am(Q) with 1 A ] odd, 
then QgQ,and]A]=3. 
Proof See Theorem 10.3.1 of [7] for part (i). Assume that 1 #A ,< 
Aut(Q) with 1 A I odd. By definition, Q contains a cyclic subgroup U of index 
2 and an element y of order 4 such that y inverts U. Then IQ : Q(Q)\ = 4 and 
Lemma 1.1 yields that \A I = 3. We may assume that / Q I 2 16. Direct 
computation shows that U contains and is thus generated by all elements of 
Q with order at least 8. Thus U is characteristic in G. Since Q/U and U are 
cyclic 2-groups and since (1 Q 1, I A I) = 1, we have that [Q, A] = [Q, A, A] < 
[U, A] = 1, a contradiction. 1 
Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of Theorem 15.16 of [ 111. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let V be a Jnite dimensional Sr[G]-module for a field 
s’. Suppose that G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N and 
Frobenius complement H. Assume that C.(N) = 0 and that the characteristic 
of .F does not divide N. Then dim(V) = ]H] dim(C,(H)). 
The following result of Glauberman (61 is often useful. Theorem 13.8 and 
Corollary 13.9 of [ 111 prove the result. The solvability condition can be 
ensured by invoking the Odd-Order Theorem, but that will not be necessary 
for our purposes. 
LEMMA. 1.4. Assume that A acts on G with (]A], ]G]) = 1. Suppose that 
A and G act on a set .R, such that G is transitive on R and that (t . g) = 
(t e a) . g” for all t E n, g E G, and a E A. Assume that A or G is solvable. 
Then 
(i) A has fixed points in 0; 
and 
(ii) Co((A) acts transitively on theJixed points of A in R. 
Suppose that A acts on G. For x E Irr(G) and a E A, define x0 by x”( g’) = 
x(g). This defines an action of A on the set Irr(G). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose that A acts on G and A fixes each irreducible 
character of G. Assume that ((A I, ] G/) = 1. Then A centralizes G. 
Proof We may assume that A is cyclic. By a theorem (6.32 of [ 111) of 
Brauer, each conjugency class of G is A-invariant. If Q is a conjugacy class 
of G, then Lemma 1.4 implies that %Y n C,(A) # 0. Hence G = u(C,(A))g 
as the union ranges over g E G. Counting yields that G = C,(A). 1 
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Let V be a completely reducible R[G]-module for a field Sr. Then V is 
the direct sum X, @ s.. @ X,, , where the Xi are the homogeneous G- 
components of V (i.e., each Xi is the direct sum of isomorphic, irreducible 
.jr[G]-modules; and for i # j, no non-trivial fl[G]-submodule of Xi is 
isomorphic to an jr[G]-submodule of Xj). We say that V is homogeneous G- 
module if n = 1. The results in Lemma 1.6 are well-known and are frequently 
used here. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let V be a completely reducible, homogeneous Sr[G]- 
module. Then 
(i) If G is abelian and G acts faithfully on V, then G is cyclic; 
and 
(ii) (Clzgord) If N g G, then V, is completely reducible and G/N 
transitively permutes the homogeneous components of V,. 
Proof See Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.4.1 of [7]. I 
The following lemma is useful for Theorem 3.3. 
LEMMA 1.7. Suppose that E a H, with ]H/E] = p andp,/]E]. Let Z= 
L [El, P E Syl,(G) and let V be a finite-dimensional fl[H]-module for a 
fields4 Assume that 
(a) E/Z is an abelian q-group for a prime q; 
(b) P 4 G,(E); and 
(c) VE is a faithful, completely reducible, and homogeneous module. 
Then 
(i) dim(C,(P)) < dim( V)/2; 
or 
(ii) p = 2, P < C,(Z) and dim@,(P)) < (q + 1) dim( V)/2q. 
Proof We argue by induction on 1 E : Z 1. Since Z < Z(E), the hypotheses 
and Lemma 1.6 yield that V is a faithful and homogeneous Z-module. In 
particular, Z is cyclic and C,(x) = 1 for all 0 # x E V. 
First assume that P 4 C,(Z). Since pj]Z] and Z is cyclic, there exists 1 # 
Y Q Z such that c,(P) = 1. We have that C,(Y) = 0. Theorem 1.3 applied to 
YP implies that dim(C.(P)) < dim(V)/2. Hence we may assume that 
p < C,(Z). 
Let L/Z = [E/Z, P]. If L = Z, then P centralizes both E/Z and Z. Since 
pk ] E 1, this would imply that P < C,(E), contradicting the hypotheses. Thus 
L > Z. By Lemma 1.6, V, is completely reducible and E/L transitively 
permutes the homogeneous components V, ,..., V,, of V,. It is easy to check 
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that P permutes the homogeneous components. Since P centralizes E/L, 
Lemma 1.4 implies that each Vi is P-invariant. Thus the action of LP on 
each vi satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma. Since V= I’, @ .a. @ V,, as 
LP-modules, we finish by induction on JE : ZI if L < E. Hence we assume 
that L = E. By Lemma 1.1, C,(P) = 1. 
Let M/Z be a chief factor of H. We first assume that V, is homogeneous. 
Since E is nilpotent and Z = z(E), V is a faithful E-module and thus a 
faithful M-module. If M is abelian, then M is cyclic by Lemma 1.6. But then 
Aut(M) and H/C,(M) are abelian. Since C,,(P) = 1, it follows that 
E/Z = (H/Z)’ and E < C,(M). This contradicts the hypotheses. Thus M is 
non-abelian. Since M/Z is a chief factor of H, we have that Z = Y?(M). 
Suppose that 0 # x E V and P < C,(x). Then Z. C,(x) 4 H. Since 
C,(x)n Z = 1, we have that CM(x) and Z . C,(x) are abelian. Thus 
CM(x) = 1. In particular, C,,,,(x) = P. Since CMIz(P) = 1, we may choose 
P, E Syl,(MP) with P, #P. Then C,(P,) n C,(P) = 0. Hence dim(C,(P)) < 
dim( V)/2. 
We may assume that VM is the direct sum of I > 1 homogeneous 
components, and that E/M transitively permutes these components by 
Lemma 1.6. Since C E,M(P) = 1, it follows from Lemma 1.4 that there is a 
unique P-invariant homogeneous component W of V, and that P permutes 
the other components in orbits of size p. In particular, p 1 I- 1. Now 
dim(V) = I dim(W) and dim(C,(P)) < (1 + (I - 1)/p) dim(W). To show that 
dim(C,(P)) < dim(V)/2; it suffices to show that Z/2 > 1 + (I - 1)/p, or 
equivalently that (p - 2)Z > 2(p - 2) + 2. Since p 1 1 - 1, this follows if 
p > 3. Thus p = 2 and dim(C,(P)) < (1+ 1) dim(W)/2. Thus it suffices to 
show that (I + 1)/2 < Z(q + 1)/2q or equivalently that q < 1. But this follows, 
since E/M transitively permutes the I homogeneous components and E/M is 
q-group. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.7. 1 
2. BLOCKS AND CHARACTERS 
The purpose of this section is to prove the conjecture of Brauer under 
suitable hypotheses. To do this, we will use the results of Section 3. If H < G 
and 0 E Irr(H), then 8 extends to G if 8 = xH for some x E Irr(G). If H 4 G, 
we let I,(B) denote the inertia group {g E G I rY = 0) of B in G. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N 4 G and 8 E Irr(N) with IG(t9) = G. Then 
(i) 0 extends to G if 0 extends to S for all Sylow subgroups S/N of 
GIN; 
(ii) 8 extends to G if G/N is cyclic; 
(iii) Ifx E Irr(G) extends 0, then /I-& is a bijection from Irr(G/N) 
onto Irr(G 18). 
481/72/l-13 
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Proof: Part (i), (ii), and (iii) follow respectively from Corollary 11.3 1, 
Corollary 11.22, and Corollary 6.17 of [ 111. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Z, K _a G with Z < K, Z < z(G), and K/Z z Q,. 
Assume that 1 G : KI = 3, P E Syl,(G), and P acts non-trivially on K/Z. Then 
(i) There exists Q II G such that ZQ = K and Z n Q = 1; 
and 
(ii) Ifd E Irr(Z), then 4 extends to K and G. 
Proof Since Z < Z(G), any 4 E Irr(Z) is G-invariant. Part (ii) follows 
from part (i) and Lemma 2.1(i), since 4 x 1, extends d to K and since 4 
extends to ZP by Lemma 2.1 (ii). 
To prove (i), we work by induction on IZI. Since K is nilpotent, we may 
assume that Z is a 2-group. Suppose that 1 < Z, < Z. Since Z < Z(G), the 
result follows from two applications of induction. Hence we may assume that 
lZl=2. 
Let L/Z = Z(K/Z), so that ] L/Z( = 2. Then P centralizes L/Z and thus 
P < C,(L) F! G. The hypotheses imply that P acts non-trivially on K/L, and 
thus K/L is a chief factor of G. Hence L = Z(G) and L = CK(P). 
Since K/L is elementary abelian and since L < Z(K), it follows from 
Theorem 2.2.1 of [7] that IK’I = 2. Since 3,j’lKI, we have that C,,,(P) = 
L/K’. By Lemma 1.1, K/K’ = L/K’ x Q/K’, where Q/K’ = [K/K’, P]. Then 
QZ=QK’Z=QL=K, because K’#Z. Since IQ]=8 and IKl=l6, we 
have that Q n Z = 1. This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Assume that N, K 4 G with N < K and K/N S’ QB. 
Assume that IG : KI = 3 and that C,(G/N) = 1. Zf BE Irr(N) and if 
ZG(e) = G, then B extends to G. 
Proof: By Theorem 8.2 of [lo], we may assume that 19 is linear and 
faithful. Since ZG(0) = G, N < P(G). Apply Lemma 2.2. 1 
Let E be an elementary abelian group of order 8. Then Aut(E) contains a 
subgroup U that is non-abelian of order 21. We let J be the semi-direct 
product EU. By applying Sylow’s Theorem to Aut(E), one may conclude 
that J is unique up to isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Throughout this paper, we let J be the group defined 
above. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let N a G and a E Irr(N). Assume that G/N is solvable 
and that p$x( 1) whenever x E Irr(G I a). Furthermore 
(i) Zf p = 3, assume that G/N does not involve J; 
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and 
(ii) If p = 2, assume that G/N does not involve the dihedral groups 
order 6 or 10. 
Then the Sylow-p-subgroups of G/N are abelian. 
Proof. We work by induction on JG : N]. We may assume that 
p$lG : N]. If C 4 D <G, if yE Irr(C) and 6 E Irr(D ] y); then &1)/y(l) 
divides ID : Cl (see Corollary 11.29 of [ 111). 
If N<HuG and if BEIrr(Hla), then pk(x(1)/0(1)) whenever XE 
WV4 and PkWMU) h w  enever pEIrr(H]a). Induction implies that 
G/H and H/N have abelian Sylow-p-subgroups. In particular, o,,,(G/N) = 1 
and OP’(G/N) = G/N. We let M/N = O,(G/N), so that N < M 4 G. We 
must have that Irr(M ] a) consists entirely of extensions of a. By 
Lemma 2.1(c), each irreducible character of M/N is linear. Thus M/N is 
abelian and M < G. By Lemma 1.2.3 of [8], M/N = C&M/N). We choose 
K/M a maximal normal subgroup of G/M. Then 1 G : K] = p and K > M, 
because OP’(G/N) = G/N and M/N = O,(G/iV). Since K/N has an abelian 
Sylow-p-subgroup and M/N = C,,N(M/N), we have that pt[K : Ml. 
We claim that M/N is a chief factor of G. Let N < L < M with M/L a 
chief factor of G and such that L/N > C,,(K/N). If L > N, the induction 
argument yields that G/L has abelian Sylow-p-subgroups. Since 
OP’(G/N) = G/N, we may assume that C,,(M/L) = G/L. Then K/L = 
M/L x S/L, where S/L # 1 is a Hall-p’-subgroup of K/L and S I? G. But a 
Sylow-p-subgroup of G/K acts trivially on M/L, and thus acts trivially on 
KfS. This implies that G/S is the direct product of K/S and a Sylow-p- 
subgroup of G/S. Thus oP’(G/S) < G/S, a contradiction. Thus L = N and 
the claim holds. 
Since pkx( 1) for all ;y E Irr(G ] a) and since q -+ nG is a bijection from 
Irr(Z,(a) 1 a) onto Irr(G I a), we have that I,(a) contains a Sylow-p-subgroup 
of G and that pkq(l) for all q E Irr(Z,(a) / a). We may assume by induction 
that I,(a) = G. 
We have that Irr(M I a) consists entirely of extensions of a, and that 
Irr(M/N) acts transitively on Irr(M ] a) (see Lemma 2.1). Since I,(a) = G, 
we have that G/M acts on Irr(M I a). Note that, (PA)~ = (,u”) ig whenever ,U E 
Irr(M / a), 1 E Irr(M/N), and g E G. Since pjllv : MI, Lemma 1.4 implies 
that there exists a K-invariant extension B E Irr(M I a). Since ] G : KI = p, the 
hypotheses imply that ZG(e) = G. Then Z&0) = ZJA) for all A E Irr(M/N) 
(see Lemma 2.1(c)). Since pcx(l) for all x E Irr(G ) a), it follows that 
p,jlG : Z&)l for all A E Irr(M/N). 
Since M/N is an elementary abelian p-group, Irr(M/N) is also an 
elementary abelian p-group. Since CGIN(M/N) = M/N, we have that G/M 
acts faithfully on M/N. Since M/N is abelian, it follows that G/M acts 
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faithfully on Irr(M/N) (see Theorem 6.32 of [ 111). By exercise 2.7 of [ 1 l), 
the map H + {A E Irr(M/ZV) 1 H < ker(J.)} is a bijection from the set of 
subgroups of M/N onto the set of subgroups of Irr(M/N). Since the map is 
G-invariant and since M/N is an irreducible G/M-module, it follows that 
G/M acts irreducibly on Irr(M/N). 
We have that ]G : K] = p, that pt ]K: MI, and OP’(G/M) = 1. 
Furthermore G/M acts faithfully and irreducibly on Irr(ikZ/ZV) in such a way 
that p,/]G : Z&)1 f or all I E Irr(M/ZV). Theorem 3.3 (in the next section) 
applied to the action of G/M on Irr(M/N) yields that G/M is cyclic or that 
p = 3 and K/M E Q8. Furthermore, if K/M g Q,, then a Sylow-3subgroup 
of G/M acts non-trivially on K/M. Since 8 E Irr(M ( a) is invariant in G, 
Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 imply that 8 extends to y E Irr(K). Since 
(G : K] = p, the hypotheses and Lemma 2.1 yield that G = Z,(y) = 
ZG(PY) = Z,(P) f or all ,Z3 E Irr(K/M). Thus G/K acts trivially on Irr(K/M). 
Proposition 1.5 yields a contradiction, because OP’(G/M) = G/M and 
K f M. This completes the proof. I 
The following is the previously mentioned reduction theorem of Fong (for 
ordinary characters). It appears as Lemma 1A of [4]. 
THEORM 2.6. Let B be a p-block of a p-solvable group G. Then there 
exists a p-block b of a group M such that B and b have isomorphic defect 
groups and such that there is a height-preserving bijection from B n Irr(G) 
onto b n Irr(M). Furthermore, either 
(i) O,,(G) GM < G; 
or 
(ii) M/CD,,(M) z G/O,,(G), b n Irr(M) = Irr(M / a) fir some a E 
Irr(O,(M)), and the defect groups of b are Sylow-p-subgroups of M. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let B be a p-block of G. Assume that G/O,(G) is 
solvable. Suppose that every ordinary character of B has height 0. 
Furthermore, 
(i) ifp = 3, assume that G/O,(G) does not involve J; 
and 
(ii) if p = 2, assume that G/O,(G) does not involve the dihedral 
groups of order 6 or 10. 
Then the defect groups of B are abelian. 
Proof We use induction on IG : O,,(G)]. By Theorem 2.6, we may 
assume that B n Irr(G) = Irr(G I a) for some a E Irr(O,(G)) and that the 
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defect groups are Sylow-p-subgroups of G. Thus the hypotheses imply that 
p$x(l) for all x E Irr(G ( a). The result now follows from Theorem 2.5. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let B be a block of a solvable group G such that every 
ordinary character of B has height 0. Then the defect groups of B are abelian 
tf one of the following holds: 
(a) ~25; 
(b) 1 GI is odd; 
or 
(c) p is the largest prime divisor of 1 G(. 
3. MODULES 
The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 3.3. We let IF(G) 
denote the Fitting subgroup of G (i.e., F(G) is the largest normal nilpotent 
subgroup of G). 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that W is a faithful and irreducible Sr[G]-module 
forafieldRwith(FI=q<co anddim(W)=m.Let IfSbeanormal 
-s-subgroup of G for a prime s. Then 
(i) s ] qm - 1; 
(ii) If sk(qj - 1) for all j < m, then F(G) is cyclic; 
(iii) If S is non-abelian, then s 1 m. 
Proof. Since Z(S) 4 G, it involves no loss of generality to assume that 
S is abelian to prove (i). Since Ws is completely reducible, we may assume 
that Ws is irreducible. But then S is cycic and the result follows as 
C,(S) = 1. 
To prove (ii), we may assume that m > 1, that s # 2, and that S E 
Syl,(F(G)). Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply that S acts fixed-point-freely on W 
and that S is cyclic. Thus IF(G) Q (c,(S). Since W is an irreducible S- 
module, Schur’s lemma (Theorem 3.5.2 of [7]) yields that the centralizer 9 
of S in Hom( W, IV) is a division ring. Since g is finite, g is a field. Since 
the multiplicative group of @ is cyclic and since ff (G) < c,(S), part (ii) 
follows. 
To prove (iii), let W, ,..., W,, be the homogeneous components of Ws and 
let Ci be the centralizer in S of Wi. Then n Ci = 1 and the Ci are conjugate 
in G by Lemma 1.6. Hence S is abelian if and only if S/C, is abelian. We 
may assume that W is an irreducible S-module. By Lemma 1.6, we may 
assume that W, is homogeneous for all N d S and thus that every normal 
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abelian subgroup of S is cyclic. Since S is non-abelian, we have that s = 2 
and 5’ is quaternion, dihedral, or semi-dihedral (see Theorem 5.4.10 of [7]). 
In any case, there exists U < S with U cyclic, /S : UI = 2, and 1 UI = exp(S). 
Since W, is homogeneous, we have that ] U] 1 qm - 1. If m is odd, then 
exp(S) ( q - 1 and thus jT is a splitting field for S (see Corolary 9.15 of 
[ 11 I). But then every faithful irreducible F-representation of S has even 
degree (see Theorem 15.13 of [ 11 I). u 
Let V be an F-module of dimension 2n that has a non-singular, alter- 
nating bilinear form. Then the symplectic group Sp(2n,Sr) is the group of 
automorphisms of V that preserve the form. If IFI = q, we write Sp(2n, q). 
By Satz 11.9.13 of 191, 
ISp(2n,q)(=(q2”- l)(q2”-*- 1) *a* (q2- l)q”? 
In particular, I Sp(2n, q)l ( q2n2+n. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that G is solvable and that G acts faithfully and 
primitively on a set Jz. Assume that K 4 G, that I G : KJ =p, that p$lK(, and 
that Op’(G) = G. Assume that for each A s 0 with I A( < 3, then a Sylow-p- 
subgroup of G stabilizes A (i.e., A” = A for all x E P). Let M be a minimal 
normal subgroup of G with M < K. If p = 2, assume that (15, I MI) = 1. Then 
(i) p 1 I C,(x)1 for all x E M; 
(ii) Zf K/M is cyclic, then G E J. 
Proof Let a E Q, so that G, is a maximal subgroup of G. Since G is 
solvable, it follows that M acts regularly and transitively on 0 and that 
M = C,(M) (see Satz 11.3.2 of [9]). In particular, M is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G. Also M is an elementary abelian q-group for a prime 
q. The hypotheses imply that q > 7 if p = 2. 
To prove (i), let 1 # x E M and a E R. Some Sylow-p-subgroup P, fixes 
{a, ax}. If p # 2, then P, fixes both a and ax. Since M acts regularly on R, 
we then have that P, &C,(x). Hence we may assume that p = 2 and 
ptlC,(x)l. Since p = 2, we have that q > 7. Some Sylow-p-subgroup P of G 
fixes the set A = {a, ax, aX3}. If P fixes both a and ax, then P < Co(x). We 
may assume that P fixes one element of A and interchanges the other two. If 
say, P fixes ax3 and interchanges a and ax, the regularity of M on Q implies 
that (x-“)’ = x-*, where t is the involution of P. But then x3 = x-* and 
x5 = 1, a contradiction. The other two cases yield similar contradictions. 
Part (i) follows. 
We may assume that K/M is cyclic. If K = M, then 1 G/MI = p and thus 
G = C,(M), a contradiction. Since M is an irreducible and faithful G/M- 
module and since K/M is cyclic, we have that Stab,,(z) = (g E G/M 1 
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zg = z} is a Sylow-psubgroup of G/M for all 1 # z E M. In particular, we 
may choose x, y E M such that Stab,,(x) n Stab,,(y) = 1. Let a E 52 so 
that some Sylow-p-subgroup P of G fixes {a, ax, ay}. If p 2 5, then P fixes 
each element and the regularity of A4 yields that PM/M < Stab,,(x) ~7 
Stabw,(y), a contradiction. Thus p & 3. 
There are positive integers a and b such that IMI = qa and ]C,(P)] = qb. 
Since Stab G,M(~) E Syl,(G/M) for all 1 # x E M, it follows from part (i) that 
IW4 = I SY~,WWI = W - l>l(sb - 1). BY Lemma 3.1, s%lKI. 
Theorem 1.3 yields that a = pb. If p = 2, then I K/M] = qb + 1, a 
contradiction as pk]K]. Thus p = 3. If qb = 2, then IA41 = 8 and ]K/M( = 7. 
Then G z J, as desired. We may assume that qb > 3. Since K is a normal p- 
complement for G, we have that ( Syl,(G)( = I K : C,(P)] < qa(qa - l)/ 
qb(qb - 1). 
Since M/N acts regularly and transitively on J2, we have that 1 R / = qa and 
Lemma 1.4 implies that P has qb fixed points in R. Let r= {XC_ 52 1 1x1 = 3). 
Each Sylow-3-subgroup of G fixes precisely t elements of r, where t = 
(qa - qb)/3 + (“,“). The hypotheses imply that each element of r is fixed by 
some Sylow-3-subgroup of G. Thus ISyl,(G)I t > ( q3’). We know t and we 
know that (Syl,(G)l < q’(qq - l)/qb(qb - 1). Substituting and simplifying, we 
find that qb(qb - 1) ,< 2, a contradiction as qb > 3. This completes the 
proof. I 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be solvable with K a G such that ] G : K ( =p and 
pt ] K]. Assume that CD*‘(G) = G and that V is an irreducible, faithfuiST[G]- 
module for a field X with (F] < a. Suppose that p ] ] C,(x)( for all x E V. 
Furthermore 
(a) tfp = 3, assume that G does not involve J, 
and 
(b) if p = 2, assume that G does not involve the dihedral groups of 
order 6 or 10. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) K is cyclic; 
or 
(ii) p = 3, / V] = 9, and K z Q8. 
Proof We will use induction on ) G 1 and carry out the proof in a series 
of steps. We let P E Syl,(G). The hypotheses imply that K is the unique 
maximal normal subgroup of G. Suppose that p = 2 and that M/N is a chief 
factor of G with (15, (M/N\) # 1. The hypotheses imply that P < C&M/N). 
STEP 1. V, is irreducible. 
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Proo$ Let V, be an irreducible K-submodule of V and let 0 # x E V,,. 
The hypotheses imply that P, ( &(x) for some P, E Syl,(G). Since K 9 G, 
we have that R\IG( V,,) > K . P, = G and I’,, = V. 
STEP 2. V is a homogeneous N-module for all N 5l G. 
ProoJ Assume not and choose N g G maximal such that V, is not 
homogeneous. Write V, = V, @ V, @ . .. @ V,, where the Vi are the 
homogeneous components of V,. Since K is the unique maximal normal 
subgroup of G, Step 1 yields that N < K. Let M/N be a chief factor of G, so 
that M Q K. Since VM is homogeneous, M transitively permutes the Vi (see 
Lemma 1.6). Since M/N is an abelian chief factor of G, M acts regularly on 
the Vi and (M/N] =k. Let I= /NF(V1), so that MI= G and MnZ= N. Let 
C/N = C&f/N) > M/N and let B = C n I 4 MI = G. Then B fixes each Vi 
and V, is not homogeneous. Thus B = N and C = M. Hence M/N is the 
unique minimal normal subgroup of G/N and G/N acts faithfully on the Vi. 
Since M/N is a chief factor of G, we have that Z is a maximal subgroup of G 
and hence that G/N acts primitively on the Vi. If 1 # x E Vi and 1 # y E V,, 
then some P, E Syl,(G) centralizes xy. Since G and P, permute the Vi, P, 
leaves the set {Vi, V,} invariant. A similar argument yields that each A c 
iv r ,..., V,} is stabilized by some Sylow-p-subgroup of G. Lemma 3.2 implies 
that each element of M/N is centralized by some Sylow-p-subgroup of G/M. 
We apply the inductive hypotheses to the action of G/M on M/N to 
conclude that K/M is cyclic or that p = 3 and IMINI = 9. By hypotheses, 
p$jKI. Thus K/M is cyclic and Lemma 3.2 yields that G/Nr J, 
contradicting the hypotheses. This completes Step 2. 
STEP 3. There is a unique maximal normal, abelian subgroup Z of G. 
Furthermore Z is cyclic and Z = Z(K). 
ProoJ The hypotheses imply that K # 1 and that any normal, abelian 
A < G is in fact contained in K. By Step 2 and Lemma 1.6, A is cyclic. Thus 
Aut(A) is abelian. Since G’ = K, A < Z(K). This completes Step 3. 
STEP 4. If L SI G and P < C,(L), then L < Z. 
Proo$ Since C,(L) g G and oP’(G) = G, L < H(G). Apply Step 3. 
STEP 5. Let E/Z be a chieffactor of G, let B = C,(E) and C = C,(E/Z). 
Then 
(i) E/Z is an elementary abelian q-group for a prime q and E < K; 
(ii) There exists a minimal, normal non-abelian F < G such that 
ZF=E; 
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(iii) F is a q-group and Fn 2 = Z(F); 
(iv) BE=C<K and BnE=Z; 
(v) B = C,(F) and C = C,(F/D), where D = Z n F; 
(vi) There exists H > B such that EH = G and En H = Z. 
Proof. If Z = K, then Theorem 3.3 holds. Thus we may assume that 
Z < K. Since K is the unique maximal, normal subgroup of G, we have that 
E < K. Part (i) follows from the solvability of G. Since E’ < Z = Z(K), E is 
nilpotent. Step 3 implies that E is non-abelian. Let F < E be a minimal non- 
abelian normal subgroup of G. Then parts (ii) and (iii) follow from the 
nilpotency 0f.E and the fact that E/Z is a chief factor of G. 
Step 4 yields that B <K. Let C, = C,(E/Z). Then Cl/B acts faithfully on 
E and centralizes both E/Z and Z. Since E/Z is abelian, Z < Z(E), and Z is 
cyclic; then (C,/B]<IE/Z( by Lemma6.5 of [12]. Now BnE=Z(E)=Z. 
As E < C,, we have that BE = C,. To prove (iv), it suffices to show that 
C = C,. If not, then C = G since Op’(G) = G. But then C, = K and BE = K. 
Also P acts trivially on E/Z and K/B. Since Op’(G) = G, we necessarily 
have that B = K and E <B n E = Z, a contradiction. Thus C = C,, proving 
(iv). 
Parts (ii) and (iii) yield that C = C,(F/D). Since F 4 Z, Step 4 implies 
that C,(F) <K. Thus C,(F) = C,(FZ) = C,(E) = B, proving (v). 
Let M/C be a chief factor of G/C, so that M/C is a prime power. By 
Lemma 3.1, q,/‘[M/CI. Let H = N,(T), where T/B is a Hall-q/-subgroup of 
G/B. The Frattini argument yields that MH = G and EH = EBH = MH = G. 
If EnH> Z, then E&H and Ta G. Since EnB=Z and q%\T/BI, we 
have that Tn E = Z and thus T < C,(E/Z) = C, a contradiction. Hence 
EnH=Z. 
STEP 6. There exist E = E,, E, ,..., E, < G such that 
(i) EJZ is a chief factor of G for each i; 
(ii) Ei < G,(E,) whenever i fj; 
(iii) G,(M) = Z and C&M/Z) = M/Z, where M = E, a.. E,, 
and 
(iv) M/Z = EJZ x ... x E,/Z. 
Proof. Let E, = E. If C = E, we are done. We have that EH = G, 
En H = Z, and C = EB. Also Z Q B Q H and B = C,(E). Since we may 
assume that B > E, choose a chief factor E,/Z of H with E, <B. Since E, < 
GIG(E), we have that E,/Z is a chief factor of G. Thus Z = Z(E,) by Step 3. 
Let C, = cG(EIEZ/Z) > E,E, and let B;= C,(E,E,), so that B, n 
E, E, = Z. Since C, < C < K, we have that Cl/B, acts faithfully on E, E, 
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and centralizes both E, E,/Z and Z. Since E, E,/Z is abelian with Z cyclic 
and Z,<Z(E,E,), Lemma6.5 of [12] yields that IC,/B,I <IE,E,/ZI. Since 
B,nE,E,=ZandE,E,~C,,wehavethatC,=(E,E,)B,.IfC,=E,E,, 
we are done. Otherwise, we just continue the argument. This completes 
Step 6. 
STEP I. The following are equivalent: 
(i) IE/Zl = 4; 
(ii) C=K; 
(iii) F z Q, and FE Syl,(E). 
Furthermore, p = 3 in this situation. 
Proof. By Step 5, (iii) implies (i) and we also have that C (K. If 
/E/Z/ = 4, then Aut(E/Z) is dihedral of order 6. But p # 2 as pkjK/. Then 
C = K and p = I G : KI = 3. It suffices to show that (ii) implies (iii). 
Assume that C = K. Let 0 # x E V. The hypotheses imply that P, < C,(x) 
for some P, E Syl,(G). Thus 2. C,(x) g EBP, = G and Z . C,(x) is either 
E or Z. Since Vz is homogeneous and faithful, C,(x) = 1. Then C,(x) . 
Z = E implies that E is abelian. Hence C,(x) = 1. Thus E acts fixed-point- 
freely on I’. Since E is nilpotent, it follows from Lemma 1.2 that E = Q X A, 
where A is cyclic of odd-order and Q is quaternion 2-group of order at least 
8. By Step 4, P& &(Q). Th en Lemma 1.2 implies that Q r Q,. This 
completes Step 7. 
STEP 8. (i) F is an extra-special group; 
(ii) IE/ZI = q2” for an integer n; 
(iii) K/C is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(2n, q); 
(iv) If P < CJD), then G/C is isomorphic to of Sp(2n, q). 
Proof. We may choose a chief factor L/B of H with L < C,(D). For if 
B = H n K, then Step 6 implies that IDI = 2 and we set L = H. Otherwise 
B < H n K and we may choose L such that L < K < C&D). Since B = 
Cn H, Step 5 implies that F/D is a faithful H/B-module. Since F/D is a 
chief factor of G, since FH = G, and since F n H = D, we have that F/D is 
an irreducible H/B-module. In particular, D = C,(L). 
Since F’ <D = Z(F), since D is cyclic, and since F/D is elementary 
abelian; it follows from Theorem 2.2.1 of [7] that IF’/ = q. By Lemma 3.1, 
((L/B(, q) = 1. Lemma 1.1 yields that F/F’ = D/F’ x U/F’, where U/F’ = 
[F/F’, L]. In particular, U is non-abelian. But U g HF = G. The minimality 
of F yields that U = F. Hence F’ = D = Z(F) has order q. Thus F is extra- 
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special and IF/D] = q*” for an integer n (see Section 111.13 of [9 I). Part (ii) 
follows from Step 5. 
We may identify D with the field of q-elements. Since F/D is an 
elementary-abelian-q-group and since D = Z(F), the commutator map [x, y] 
is a non-singular, alternating bilinear form on F/D. Any automorphism of F 
that centralizes D must preserve this form. Parts (iii) and (iv) now follow 
from Steps 3 and 5. 
STEP 9. Assume that V, is reducible. Then either 
(i) P&C,(D) andplq- 1; 
or 
(ii) [E, P] g Q,, P < C,(Z), p = 3, and (~,,(P)l = 22(n-“. 
proof. First assume that [E, P] g Q,. Since pJ’lE/, P acts non-trivially 
on [E, P]. Then p = 3 by Lemma 1.2. Since Z is cyclic, P centralizes the 
Sylow-Zsubgroup of Z. But [Z, P] is a 2-group, and thus P < C,(Z). Since 
[E, P] z Q,, we have that jC,(P)j > 2’(“-l). If ICE,,(P)j > 2*(“-l), then 
clearly [E, P] <Z and hence [E, P] = 1, which is impossible. Thus 
IC,,(P)I = 2*(“-‘). 
If P < C,(D), then P acts symplectically on F/D relative to the symplectic 
form ( , ) defined by the commutator map on F. By Lemma 1.1, F/D = 
W, @ W,, where W, = C,,(P) and W, = [F/D, P]. If wi E Wi and P = (y), 
then (w,, w2) = ($, w$ = ( w,, 4) and (w,, w2 - w;) = 0. Since W, is 
generated by { w2 - N$’ ] w2 E W, 1, we have that W, 1 W,. Thus ( , ) is 
nondegenerate on W, = [F, P] D/D. In particular, we have that [F, P] is non- 
abelian if P < C,(D). 
Assume that V, is reducible. We need just show that [E, P] g Q, or that 
[E, P] is abelian. Let W be an irreducible E-submodule of V, so that E < 
NJlV) < G. The hypotheses imply that p 1 ] N,( IV)]. Replacing W by an 
appropriate conjugate, we may assume that P < N,(W) < G. 
Let T= Op’(N,(W)), let W, ,..., Wj be the homogeneous components of 
W,, and let Di = cT( Wi). If P centralizes W, , then p{I T : D, 1. Then T = 
op’(T) < D, . Thus T centralizes W, and j = 1. In particular, P < cET( W). 
Since V, is homogeneous, En cC,,( w) = 1. Thus P < C,(E), contradicting 
Step 5. Thus P 4 UZT( W,). 
Let 1 # x E W,. The hypotheses imply that P, < Cc,(x) for some P, E 
Syl,(G). Then P, < N,(W) and P, < op’(iNG( I+‘)) = T. The action of 
T/C.( W,) on an irreducible submodule of W, satisfies the hypotheses of the 
theorem. As every proper subgroup of Q, is cyclic; it follows from induction 
that (E f7 7)/C, is cyclic or isomorphic to Q,, where Ci = C,,,( Wi) for 
1 < i <j. As E/(Tn E) transitively permutes the Wi, (En T)/Ci z 
(E f’l 7’)/C, for each i. Since V, is homogeneous, n Ci < C,( w> = 1. Hence, 
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if (En T)IC, is cyclic, then En T is abelian. Since [E, P] <En T, we are 
done if (En T)/C, is cyclic. 
We may now assume that (En T)/C, E Q8 for each i. Since n Ci = 1, 
En T is a 2-group. Since the Wi are homogeneous T-components, P < 
N,,(CJ for all i. Since Q, has a unique involution, P centralizes Cit/Ci for 
each involution t E En T. Then [P, t] < fl Ci = 1 and P centralizes each 
involution of En T. Since [E, P] <En T, P centralizes each involution of 
[E, P]. Since Z[E, PI/Z = [E/Z, P] and p,/‘lEl, it follows that P acts lixed- 
point-freely on Z[E, PI/Z and on [E, P]/(Z n [E, PI). Thus C,,,,,(P) < Z n 
[E, P] and has at most one involution. Thus [E, P] has a unique involution. 
Since we may assume that [E, P] is non-abelian, Theorem 5.4.11 of [ 7] 
yields that [E, P] is a quaternion group. Since p ] /Aut([E, P])l, Lemma 1.2 
implies that [E, P] ? Q,. This completes Step 9. 
STEP 10. Zf V, is irreducible, then C = E, B = Z, and m = 1. 
Proof. By Step 5 and Step 6 (where m is defined), we need just show that 
B = Z. Let %? be the centralizer of E in Hom(V, V). If VE is irreducible, then 
Schur’s lemma (Theorem 3.5.2 of [7]) yields that %? is a division ring. Since 
Q is finite, %Y is a field. But B is a subgroup of the multiplicative group of ‘Z. 
Thus B = Z by Step 3, and Step 10 is completed. 
STEP 11. Assume that (E/Z1 # 4. Then 
(i) Zf s is a prime divisor of 1 F(G/C)I, then s I q*” - 1; 
(ii) 1 # F(G/C) <K/C; 
(iii) C,,(QG/C)) < F(G/C); 
(iv) If 1 # S is a Sylow-subgroup of F(G/C) and if es(P) = 1, then 
dim(C,(P)) = h/p; 
(v) If F(G/C) is cyclic, then F(G/C) = K/C and dim(C,,(P)) = 2n/p. 
Proof: Since E/Z is a chief factor in G, E/Z is an irreducible and faithful 
G/C-module. Part (i) follows from Lemma 3.1. For any non-trivial solvable 
group X, F(X) # 1 and C,(F(X)) < F(X) (see Satz 111.4.2 of [9]). If 
F(G/C) 4 (K/C), then F(G/C) = G/C as @“(G/C) = G/C. This implies that 
PC/C < H(G/C) and C = K, contradicting Step 7. Parts (ii) and (iii) follow. 
For part (iv), we have that S a G/C. Since E/Z is an irreducible and 
faithful G/C-module, C,,(S) = 1. Apply Theorem 1.3 to SP to prove part 
(iv). 
Assume that F(G/C) is cyclic. Then Aut(F(G/C)) is abelian and K/Z = 
(G/C)’ Q %4W/W Th en fF(G/C) = K/C by parts (ii) and (iii). Since 
W’(G/C) = G/C, we must have that C,,(P) = 1. Part (v) follows from parts 
(ii) and (iv). 
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STEP 12. ZjIE/Zl#4 and n= 1, then 425. 
Proof. Otherwise q = 3 and Aut(E/Z) is a {2,3}-group. SincepkjKl and 
G/C is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(E/Z), then parts (i) and (ii) of 
Step 11 yield a contradiction. 
STEP 13. Assume that q = 2 and n # 1. Then 
(i) nh5; 
(ii) rfn = 5, then IK/B : c&P)\ < 34 - 218; 
(iii) Zfn = 6, then IK/B : cwB(P)( < 38 . 23’ . 11; 
(iv) Ifn = 7, then (K/B\ < 243 1 313; 
(v) Z’ VE reduces, then n > 8. 
Proof Since q = 2, JDI = 2 and P < C,(D). Then G/C is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Sp(2~, 2) by Step 8. We let T, E Syl,(ff(G/C)) ifs is a prime. Of 
course, p > 2 as pt(KI. 
Suppose that n = 2. Since 1 Sp(4,2)1 = 3* . 5 + 24, it follows that p is 3 or 5. 
By Step 11, F(G/C) has order 3, 9 or 5, and ~41 IF(G/C)/. In any case, P < 
C,(F(G/C)). This contradicts Step 11. Thus n > 3. 
Suppose that n = 3. Since ISp(6,2)1 = 34 . 5 . 7 . 29, it follows from 
Step 11 that /IF(G/C)I 1 34 . 7. If p= 7, it follows via Lemma 1.1 that P< 
C,(lF(G/C)), contradicting Step 11. If p = 5, then P< cG(T,) and thus 
P 4 C&T,). It follows that I T, / = 34 and P acts fixed-point-freely on T,. 
This contradicts part (iv) of Step 11. Hence p = 3 and ) F(G/C)( = 7. By 
Step 11, K/C = F(G/C) and G/C is non-abelian of order 21. The Frobenius 
group of order 21 is embedded in GL(3, 2) as the normalizer of a Sylow-7- 
subgroup, so the natural and contragradient representations of GL(3, 2) give 
distinct irreducible representations of G/C over GF(2), which are the only 
faithful irreducible representations of G/C over GF(2). Thus E/Z is not an 
irreducible G/C-module and thus is not a chief factor of G. This is a 
contradiction. Thus n > 4. 
Assume that n = 4. Since I Sp(8, 2)1= 3’ . 5* . 7 . 17 . 216, Step 11 implies 
that I IF(G/C)I ) 35 . 5’ . 17 and that p Q 5. If p = 3, then P < C,(T,,) and 
thus P 4 G,(T,). Then P acts fixed-point-freely on T5 and then Step 1 l(iv) 
yields a contradiction. Hence p = 5 and ) lF(G/C)I 1 35 . 17. 
By Lemma 3.l(iii), T, is abelian. By Lemma 1.6, write E/Z = 
X, @ .+. @ Xj where the Xi are the homogeneous components of E/Z as a 
T,-module. Also P permutes the Xi. Since [Xi\ > 4 for each i, j < 4. Hence P 
fixes each Xi and thus G = O”‘(G) fixes each Xi. Then j = 1 and T, is cyclic 
(see Lemma 1.6). Then P < UIG(T3) and P ,< (C,(F(G/C)), contradicting 
Step 11. Hence n # 4. 
Thus n > 5, proving (i). 
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If F(G/C) is cyclic, then VE is irreducible. Otherwise, Steps 9 and 11 
imply that p = 3 and 2(n - 1) = 2n/3. This is a contradiction, 
Suppose that n = 5. Since ]Sp(lO, 2)] = 36 . 5* . 7 . 11 . 17 . 31 . 225, it 
follows from Step 11 that ] F(G/C)] ] 36 . 11 . 31. Suppose that F(G/C) is 
cyclic, SO that K/C = F(G/C) by Step Il. Since 0”‘(G) = G, it follows that 
eitherp=5 and (K/Cl/ 11. 31 or thatp=3 and IK/Cl=31. In either case 
/K/B1 = IK/Cl /E/Z1 < 34. 218. Furthermore VE is irreducible by above 
comments. Hence we may assume that lF(G/C) is not cyclic. By Lemma 3.1, 
T,, = 1 and T, is non-cyclic abelian. 
Write E/Z = X, @ +.. @Xi, where the Xi are homogeneous components of 
E/Z as a T,-module and let Si be the centralizer in Tj of Xi. By Lemma 1.6, 
j > 2. Since ]Xi] > 2* for each i, we have that j < 5. If P fixes each Xi, then 
G = op’(G) fixes each Xi, a contradiction. Thus p =j = 5 and ]Xi] = 2* for 
each i. If r is a prime larger than 5 and R E Syl,.(G/C), then R fixes and 
centralizes each Xi, whence R = 1. Thus F(G/C) = T, and K/C is a (2,3}- 
group. Since ] T3/Sil = 3 and 0 Si = 1, we have that I T,l < 3’. Since a 
Sylow-2-subgroup of K/C acts faithfully on T, and since IK/Cl 1 I Sp(lO,2)], 
we have that /K/Cl < 36 . 2” and IK/BI < 36 . 2*‘. Since p = 5, Lemma 1.1 
implies that ICclB(P)I > 2*. Since P is contained in a Hall-13, 5}-subgroup U 
(see Theorem 6.4.1 of [7]) of G and as K g G, there is a P-invariant 
S E Syl,(G/B). 
Then, by Lemma 1.1, IS : c,(P)1 < 34. It follows that iK/B : c:,,(P)1 < 
34 . 2l*. Since p = 5, V, is irreducible by Step 9. We have proven (ii) and 
shown that n > 6 if V, is reducible. 
Assume that n=6. We have that ]Sp(l2,2)]=3*. 53.72. 11. 13. 17. 
31 . 236 and that / lF(G/C)( ] 3’ . 53 . 7* . 13. If 31 ] ]G/C], it follows from 
Step 11 and Lemma 1.1 that a Sylow-3 l-subgroup of G/C acts lixed-point- 
freely on Ts . This contradicts Theorem 1.3. Thus 3 11;] G/C]. 
First assume that p # 3, so that 5 <p < 17. Then P ,< C,(T,). Since 
UDp’(G) = G, we have that T, < E(G/C). Similarly T,, T,, < Z(G/C). By 
Step 11, C&T,) < F(G/C). It follows via Lemma 1.1 that IK/Ci ,< 3’ . 53 . 
7’ . 11 . 13 . 219. For a prime s > 5, P is contained in a Hall-{ p, s}-subgroup 
U and there is a P-invariant Sylow-s-subgroup S of K/B. Since p > 5, either 
P < C,(S) or JS] = 11. Thus lK/B : c,,(P)1 < 3’ . 23’ . 11. Since p > 5, VE 
is irreducible by Step 9. 
Hence we assume that p = 3. Then ]F(G/C)] ] 53 . 7* . 13. Since 
Aut(F(G/C)) r Aut(T,) x Aut(T,) x Aut(T,3), since p = 3, and since 
31,+]G/C]; it follows that [K/Cl < 2i4 . 53 . 7* . 13. Part (iii) easily follows. 
We now show that V, is irreducible. By Step 9, we may assume that 
[C,(P)1 = 2”. Step 1 l(iv) implies that P < C,(T,,). By Lemma 3.1, T, is 
abelian. Each homogeneous component of E/Z as a T,-module has order at 
least 24. Since ] c&P)1 = 2”, P must leave each of these components 
invariant. Since a cyclic 5-group does not have an automorphism of order 3, 
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it then follows that P Q Q(TS). Since P 4 @#(G/C)) by Step 11, Pg 
‘E&T,). Let P, E Syl,(T,P) with P, Cf PC. Then jc=,,z(P, P,)( 2 2’. Let 
T E SYl,((P, , p> C/C), so that 1 < T Q T, . Since C,,(T) # 1, T &l G/C. Let 
s E G/C such that T # T. Then, ]C,,(T, T)I > 24. This is a contradiction, 
since T, = (T, T’). We have proven (iii) and shown that n > 7 if V, reduces. 
Suppose that n = 7. Arguments similar to those above prove part (iv) and 
show that VE is irreducible. This completes Step 13. 
STEP 14. Let t be the multiplicity of an irreducible constituent of VM. 
Let W be an irreducible Z-submodule of V. Then 
(i) 1 E,/Z) = qf’Q for a prime qi and integer ni ; 
(ii) qi ( IZ( for each i; 
(iii) IZI I (I WI - 1); 
(iv) ] VI = 1 Wife where e = nj’!! L qy’. 
Proof: Parts (i) and (ii) follow from Steps 5 and 8. Part (iii) follows 
from Step 2. Let V,, be an irreducible M-module, so that VM is isomorphic to 
the direct sum of t copies of V, . We may assume that W < V,. It suffices to 
show that dim( V,,) = e dim( IV). 
By Step 8, there exist extra-special groups F,,..., I;,,, < M such that 
F,Z = Ei for each i, Fi < C,(F,) for i #j, and ] Fi n ZI is prime for each i. 
We let F,= F, . . . F,. A Sylow-subgroup P of F, has a center P r‘l Z of 
prime order and P/(P n Z) is elementary abelian. Thus P is extra-special and 
F, is a direct product of extra-special groups. Since M is the central product 
F,Z, each faithful x E Irr(M) has degree e (see Satz V. 16.14 of [9]). If x is 
faithful, then [x,, xz] = ez = ]M : Z] and counting yields that x vanishes off 
Z. 
Let g be the centralizer of M in Hom(V,,, V,), so that a is a division ring 
by Schur’s lemma. Since g is finite, g is a field. Since 9 is the centralizer 
in Horn&V,,, V,) of M, we have that V,, is an absolutely irreducible @[Ml- 
module (see Theorem 9.2 of [ 111). Furthermore V,, is not an absolutely 
irreducible R[M] for z[M]-module for any field OY with Y EO?’ c @. 
Thus g =sT(@) where Q, is the irreducible g-character afforded M by V, 
(see Theorem 9.14 of [ 111). 
Let 9 be the ring of algebraic integers in the complex numbers, and let J 
be a maximal ideal of 2 with char(Y) E Yn: We let B be the quotient ring 
2/d, so that g is algebraically closed of modular characteristic (see 
Lemma 15.1 of [ 111). We view @ c 8. Since V, is a faithful M-module and 
M is nilpotent, char(.Y) ( see Lemma 3.1). Since V, is an absolutely 
irreducible g [Ml-module, it follows that Q, = x* and dim,(V) = x(l), where 
x E Irr(M) is faithful and *: 9 + k? is the quotient map (see Theorem 15.13 
of [ 11 I). Since x is faithful, we have that dim,(V) =x(l) = e and that x 
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vanishes off Z. Let 1 be the unique irreducible constituent of xz, so that A is 
faithful. Then g = sTh*) = ST@*). Since A is a faithful linear character of 
Z, we must have that ]g ( = ]STJm for the smallest integer m such that (Zl ] 
(IX]“’ - 1). Since W is a faithful ST[Z]-module, ]g] < / WJ. It follows from 
the definition of g that Z s @. Thus an irreducible g[Z]-submodule Y of 
V,, has dimension 1. But Y is an F[Z]-module, so that we may assume that 
W<Y. Thus IWI=lD and dim f( V,)/dim A IV) = e. This completes 
Step 14. 
STEP 15. 6) lS~l,(G)l IGO’)I > I VI; 
(ii) rfm = 1, then p # 2; and 
(iii) ) Syl,(G)] > / V] “*. 
ProoJ: Since C,(x) contains a Sylow-p-subgroup of G for each x E V, 
part (i) follows from the conjugary part of Sylow’s Theorem. If p = 2 and 
m > 1, then Steps 9 and 10 imply that Pg CG(Z). Hence, Lemma 1.7 
applied to MP implies that IC,(P)( ,< 1 Y]y2 or that p = 2 and m = 1. Part 
(iii) follows from parts (i) and (ii). We need just prove part (ii). 
Assume that m = 1 and p = 2. Thus M = E. By Lemma 1.7, we have that 
dim(C,(P)) < (q + 1) dim(V)/2q. By Step 14, we have that dim(V) = 
tq” dim(W). Thus part (i) implies that 
~CY~,(GI) > [q”-‘(9 - 1Pl bdw). 
By Steps 5, 6, and 8, 
lS~l,(G)l< IKI < ISP@, 411 q2” /Zl ,< q2”‘+3” IZI. 
But q < /ZI < I WJ by Step 14. Hence 
2n2+3n+ 1 >qn-‘(q-1)/2. (1) 
Since p = 2, the hypotheses and Step 5 imply that q > 7. Inequality (I) 
implies that n = 1 and q is either 7 or 11. In either case, Sp(2, q) is a 
(2, 3, 5, q}-group and Step 11 implies that ff(G/E) is a (3, 5}-group. The 
hypotheses imply that P < C,(F(G/E)), contradicting Step 11. This 
completes Step 15. 
STEP 16. m= 1, C=E, B=Z, andp>3. 
Proof By Steps 10 and 15, we need just show that m = 1. Assume not. 
By Step 10, V is a reducible E,-module for each i. By Step 9, either qi = 2 for 
ail i or p ] qi - 1 for all i. The hypotheses and Step 5 imply that p # 2 if some 
qi is either 3 or 5. Thus qi = 2 for all i or qi > 7 for all i. If some qj = 2, then 
Step 13 implies that nj = 1 or nj > 8. 
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We may choose k with 0 < k Q m such that IE,/Zj = 4 if and only if i < k. 
Let C, = K and define Ci to be the centralizer in Ci_, of Ei/‘Z (1 < i < m). 
By Step 7, Ci = K for i < k. Also Step 8 implies that Ci_ ,/Ci is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Sp(2n,, qi). Since [Sp(Zn, q)j < qZn2+” and since ISyl,(G)I < 
(K 1, it follows by Step 6 that C, = M and that 
log(l Syl,(G)I) < log(JZI) + 2k log(2) f 2 (2nf + 3ni) log(qi) (II) 
i=k+l 
By Steps 14(iv) and 15(iii), we have that 
log(( Syl,(G)() > t2k-’ (III) 
By Step 14, qi < IZ( < / WI for each i. Thus inequalities (II) and III yield that 
1 + 2k+ ~ 2nf + 3ni > 2k-1 Imr Sl’. 
i:k+ I i=k+l 
(IV) 
First assume that qi > 7 for all i. Then k = 0 and inequality (IV) yields 
that 2 + 4~’ + 6a > 7”, where a = Cy=“=, ni. This implies that a = 1. Thus 
m = 1, as desired. 
By the first paragraph, we may assume that qi = 2 for all i and that rz,. > 8 
whenever i > k. Then inequality (IV) implies that 2 + 4(k + b)2 + 6(k + b) > 
2ktb, where b = Cy! k+, n,. This implies that k + b < 8. Since n, > 8 for 
i > k, then b # 0 implies that b = 8, k = 0 and m = 1 as desired. We assume 
that b = 0. Hence I EJZI = 4 for all i. 
By Steps 6 and 7, K = M and K/Z is abelian. Let 0 #x E V. Since 
pi IC,(x)l and since C,(x) = 1, we have that Z . e,(x) is an abelian normal 
subgroup of G. By Step 3, it follows that C,(x) = 1. Since K/Z is a 2-group 
and P&C,(K), Lemma 1.2 yields that jK/Zl = 4. Thus m = 1. This 
completes Step 16. 
STEP 17. Zf n = 1, we may assume that q > 5. 
ProoJ If n = 1, then q # 3 by Step 12. Thus we assume that q = 2. Then 
E=K,FrQ,,FESyl,(E),andp=3bySteps 16and7.SinceFZ=E,we 
have that K = F x Y, where Y is a cyclic of odd order. Since @“(G) = G, 
C,(P) = 1. Then JSyl,(G)/ = IK : CK(P)I = 4 I YI. Furthermore, K must act 
fixed-point-freely on V so that C,(x) E Syl,(G) for 0 # x E V. Thus 4 1 YI = 
(r’ - I)/(rb - l), w h ere r = char(R), r’ = 1 VI, and rb = IC,(P)l. 
Suppose that Y# 1. Since C,,(P) = 1, Theorem 1.3 implies that a = 3b. 
Then 4 1 YI = 1 + #’ + rZb. This is a contradiction, as 1 + rb + r2’ is odd. 
Hence IYl=l and KrQ,. Furthermore, P - 1 = 49 - 4. By Step 15, 
481/72/1L14 
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b < a/2. This now implies that r”* ( 3. The hypotheses imply that 4 > 1. 
But r # 2 by Lemma 3.1. It follows that 1 VI = P = 9. Thus the conclusion of 
the theorem is satisfied. This completes Step 17. 
STEP 18. Either (i) n = 1 and 5 < q < 7; 
Or 
(ii) q = 3 and 2 & n ,< 3. 
Proof: By Steps 16, 14(iv), and 15, we have that 
loid/ SY~,(G)O > W/2) WI WI). P) 
Since C=E and IZI <[WI, we have that [K/El < ISp(2n, q)l < q*“‘+“, that 
jSyl,(G)J < q2n*+3” IZI, and that 
Qn* + 3n) log(q) > [W/2) - 11 loi4 WI>. VI) 
Since q < IZI < ( WI, we have that 
2n2 + 3n + 1 > q”/2. (VII) 
Suppose that q = 2, so that 2n2 + 3n + 1 > 2”-‘. This last inequality 
implies that n < 8. If n = 8, then inequality (VI) implies that I WJ < 3, a 
contradiction. Steps 13 and 16 imply that 5 Q n < 7. Assume that n = 5. 
Step 13 yields that I Syl,(G)I = JK : C,(P)1 < 34 . 2l* - IZI. Since 2 1 IZI, 
Inequality (V) and Step 14(iii) yield that I WI = 3 and IZI = 2. But then 
P < f&(Z) and I Syl,(G)I < 34 - 2”, contradicting Inequality (V). Thus n # 5. 
Similarly, we may use Step 13 to show that n # 6 and n # 7. Hence q # 2. 
Since q is odd, Inequality (VII) and Step 17 imply that n = 1 and q = 11, 
that n = 2 and q = 5, that n = 4 and q = 3, or that n and q satisfy the 
conclusion of this step. If n = 2 and q = 5, then Inequality (VI) yields that 
I WI < 11, contradicting Step 14. The case with q = 11 and the case with 
n = 4 are eliminated in similar fashion. This completes Step 18. 
STEP 19. qf7. 
Proof: Assume that q = 7, so that n = 1. Since p ( I Aut(E/Z)( and since 
p # 2, we have that p = 3. Since ISp(2, 7)1= 24 - 3 9 7, we have that 
[K/El 1 24 e 7. Step 11 yields that I iF(G/E)I 1 24 and that C,,(lF(G/E)) < 
lF(G/E). If 7 1 IK/E 1, then K/E contains a section isomorphic to the 
Frobenius group of order 56. But K/E 5 Sp(2, 7) g SL(2, 7), and the latter 
contains no such sections. Thus /K/El I 24 and K/E = ff (G/E). By Step 11, 
C&P) # 1 and thus I Syl,(G)I Q 2* . 72 . IZ( < 22 - 7* . 1 WI. Then inequality 
(V) yields that 24 . 74 > I WI’. Hence I WI < 29 and thus ( WI = 8. Then 
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IZ( = 7 and ]Syl,(G)] < 2’ . 73, contradicting Inequality (V). This completes 
Step 19. 
STEP 20. (i) P < C,(Z) and t = 1; 
and 
(ii) q=3 and n=2. 
Proof. Assume that P 4 Cc(Z). Since Z is cyclic, there exists 1 # Y < Z 
such that C,(P) = 1. By Theorem 1.3 applied to YP and by Step 16, 
dim(C,(P)) < dim(V)/3. By Step 15, log(] Syl,(G)]) > (2q”/3) log(J WI), Since 
(K( < (Sp(Zn, q)( q2” (Z( and (ZI < ( W(, we have that 
(2nZ + 3n) h?(q) > [W/3) - 11 bdl w* 
If q = 3 and n < 2 Q 3; this inequality yields that ( W( < 27. Thus 1 W] = 4, 7, 
13, 16, 19 or 25 and Z is a cyclic (2, 3, 5 }-group. Since p # 2, P < Cc,(Z). 
Similarly P & CG(Z) if n = 1 and q = 5. In any case, we have that P,< 
C,(Z). That t = 1 now follows from Step 9. By Step 8, G/E is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of Sp(Zn, q). 
Assume that n = 1 and q = 5. Since Sp(Zn, q) = 23 . 3 . 5, we have that 
p = 3. Step 11 yields that ] F(G/E)( ] 8 and S[]G/E(. Thus (Syl,(G)( Q ]K/Z : 
C,,(P)I < 2j * 5*. But then Inequality (V) yields that 1 WI < 11, a 
contradiction. Hence q = 3 and 2 Q n < 3. 
Suppose that n = 3 = q. By looking at F(G/E) and using the methods of 
Step 13, we may conclude that ] Syl,(G)] = IK/Z : C,,(P)1 < 2” . 3’. Then 
Inequality (V) implies that ( WI ( 4, a contradiction. This completes Step 20. 
STEP 2 1. Conclusion. 
Since (Sp(4,3)] = 2’ . 5 . 34, we have that p = 5 and that ] F(G/E)J ] 2’. A 
Sylow-3-subgroup of G/E acts faithfully on ff (G/E) by Step 11. If 34 ) ] G/E], 
then 26 ] ( F(G/E)( and (G/E] 2 26 . 5 . 34. This is impossible, as G is solvable 
and Sp(4,3) has a simple factor group of order 2” . 5 . 34 (see Hauptsatz 
11.9.2 of [9]). Hence ]K/Z] (2’ . 3’. Since G is solvable, we may choose a 
Hall-(2,5}-subgroup R of G with P < R. Then S = (K r7 RZ)/Z is a P- 
invariant Sylow-2-subgroup of G/Z with IS] < 2’. Then IS : @,(P)I Q 24. 
Similarly there exists a P-invariant Sylow-3-subgroup T of G/E and 
1 T : C,(P)1 < 34. Then ] Syl,(G)( < 24 . 34 as P Q C,(Z). But then Inequality 
(V) yields that ] WI = 4. Since t = 1, we have that ] I’] = 49. 
Since P < CG(Z), we have that C,(P) is Z-invariant. Since ) W] = 4 and W 
is an irreducible Z-module, it follows that [C,(P)1 = 4’ for an integer 1. 
Step 15 implies that I< 4. Since 5 ) (49 - 4’), we have that jcC,(P)I < 43. 
Step 15 yields 24 . 34 . 43 > 49, a contradiction. This completes the proof. m 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Here we give some corollaries for Theorem 3.3, and we also give some 
examples showing the necessity of the extra hypotheses for p = 2 and p = 3 
in Theorem 3.3. Corollary 4.1 is the corrected version of Theorem 2 of [5]. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Assume that G is solvable, that K 4 G, that 
1 G : KI =p, that pt[KI, and that Op’(G) = G. Suppose that V is a faithful, 
irreducible F(G]-module, that IFI < 00, and that p / 1 Co(x)1 for each x E V. 
Ifp is the largest prime divisor of ICI, then p = 3, K z Qs, and I VI = 9. 
ProoJ If not, then K is cyclic by Theorem 3.3. Since p is the largest 
prime divisor of I GI, P < C,(K), where P E Syl,(G). Since UP’(G) = G, we 
have that G = P and P centralizes V, a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. If p = 2, then 
char(F) = 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, K is cyclic and thus C,(P) = I if P E Syl,(G). 
By Lemma 3.1, char(,F))lKj. By Theorem 1.3, / VI = IC,(P)12. Since K is 
cyclic, C,(x) = 1 for 0 # x E V and thus C,(x) E Syl,(G). Hence IKI = 
1 Syl,(G)/ = ICv(P)i + 1. The result follows as IKI is odd. I 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G be a solvable, primitive permutation group on 0. 
Assume that p I/ GI. Suppose that whenever A c a and 1 Al < 3, there exists 
P E Syl,(G) that stabilizes A. Then p < 3. In fact, 
(i) ifp = 3, then G involves J, and IQ1 is a power of 8; 
(ii) ifp = 2, th en G involves a dihedral group of order 6 or 10, and 
1 Q I is a power of 3 or 5. 
Proof: We use induction on I G(. Let M be a minimal, normal subgroup 
G and let Z = G, for some a E R. A fairly standard argument (Satz 11.3.2 of 
[ 91) shows that M = C,(M), MI = G, M n Z = 1, and that M acts regularly 
and transitively on 9. In particular, p,jlMI. Also M is an elementary abelian 
q-group for a prime q, and M is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. 
Suppose that M < L a G and let H = L n I. We have that M is an 
irreducible, faithful G/M-module. Write M = M, @ . . . 0 M,, where the Mi 
are the homogeneous components of M as an L-module and let W < M, be 
an irreducible L-module. Let r be the W orbit of a. Then WH acts 
transitively on lY Let B be the kernel of this action so that B g H. Since W 
is a minimal normal subgroup of WH, it follows that H/B = (WH/B), is a 
maximal subgroup of WH/B. Thus WH/B acts primitively on 0. Let A C ll 
with IAl < 3. The hypotheses guarantee that some Q E SyI,(L) stabilizes A. 
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We claim that Q < WH and thus that Q E Syl,( WH). If /d ) = 1, then 
d = {a”‘} for some w  E W and Q”-’ E In L = H. Thus Q E WH. Suppose 
that (A] > 2 and z E Q. We may choose x, y E W with a*, ay E A such that 
a XL = ay. Then xzy- ’ E In L = H < H W and z E H W. This completes the 
claim. 
Suppose that p 1) L /, so that p 1 1 H]. If p 1 1 H/B 1, then we finish by the last 
paragraph and induction on / GI, as IR( = IMI and Ir( = I WI. Otherwise 
op’(H) <B and 1 # or”(H) <C&4,). Since UY”(H) is characteristic in H 
and I/H permutes the Mi, this implies that UDp’(H) < C,(M) = 1, a 
contradiction. Thus we may assume that whenever M < L < G that p%] L I. In 
particular, Op’(G) = G since M < @“(G). 
Let M < K such that K is a maximal normal subgroup of G (note that 
G>Masp+IMI). Then ]G:K]=p andpJ(KI. Also IMI=IRJ. Ifp=3, we 
may assume that G is not isomorphic to J, and if p = 2, we may assume that 
(15, /MI) = 1. Lemma 3.2 implies that p 1 IC,(x)l for all x E M and that K/M 
is not cyclic. Theorem 3.3 implies that ]K/M] E Q,, p = 3, and (MI = 9. This 
is a contradiction, as pj] K]. 1 
For p < 3, the above situation can occur. We need this for examples of 
module actions. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume one of the following: 
(i) p = 3, n = 8, and H g:J, 
(ii) p = 2, n = 5, and H is non-abelian of order 10; or 
(iii) p = 2, n = 3, and H is non-abelian of order 6. 
Then there exists a set Q such that ]C? ] = n and such that H acts faithfully 
and primitively on R. Furthermore, whenever A c 0, then A is P-invariant 
for some P E Syl,(G). 
Proof: We will only prove this in the case Hz J (the other cases being 
similar). We have that E < H with E being elementary abelian of order 8, 
and that H = EU with U acting faithfully on E. Also, U is non-abelian of 
order 2 1. We let R be the conjugates of U in H. Clearly, IRI = 8 and H acts 
faithfully and primitively on R. Furthermore, E acts transitively and 
regularly on Q. 
Let A E a. We must show that 3 divides the order of N,(A) = 
(hEH]A’=A}. W e may assume that ]A] < 4. The result is clear if ) A] = 1. 
We will assume that I A I = 4 and leave the other two cases to the reader. Let 
fi4 = (r~ 52 1 IT1 = 4). The only possibilities for I N,(A)] are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 
and 12. If 1 N,(A)] < 2, then H has an orbit in Q, of size at least I HI/2 = 84. 
But /.R,\ = (i) < 84. Hence /N,(A)] 2 3. We may assume that 1 NH(A)] = 4. 
Let W= N,(d). If P, E Syl,(H), then [E, P,] = 4. Hence each Sylow- 
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subgroup of U fixes a maximal subgroup of E. Since U is non-abelian of 
order 21, it is easily seen that each maximal subgroup of E is fixed by at 
most one Sylow-3-subgroup of U. Since ISyl,(U)I = 7 = (V< E 11 VI = 4}, it 
follows that there exists P E Syl,(H) with P < NH(w). Then P must permute 
the two orbits, d and (0 -d), of W. Thus P < N,(d). This completes the 
proposition. I 
The following example shows the necessity of the added hypotheses for 
p = 2 and p = 3 in Theorem 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let p < 3. Then there exists a solvable group G with a 
normal-p-complement K such that IG : KI =p, that 6Y”(G) = G, and such 
that G acts faithfully and irreducibly on an elementary abelian r-group V for 
a prime r. Furthermore, p 1 lC,(x)l f or each x E V. Also, K is neither cyclic 
nor generalized quaternion. 
Proof Given p, choose an H and an n satisfying the hypotheses of 
Proposition 4.4. We may choose an elementary abelian r-group W of order 
r”’ (for a prime I and integer m) and a cyclic group S such that S acts 
faithfully on W, such that S acts transitively on the non-identity elements of 
W, and such that (I SI, pm) = 1. (Note that I W( = 32 and ISI = 31 suffices. 
In case p = 3, then n = 8 and we must have that r = 2.) Let T be the semi- 
direct product WS. 
Let M be the direct product of n copies of T and let X be the direct 
product of n copies of W, so that we may view X < M and M/X acting 
faithfully on X. We let H act on M by transitively permuting the n copies of 
T. Let MH be the semi-direct product of M and H, and let L = MH/X. Then 
L acts faithfully on X. Since X is a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic, 
irreducible M/X modules that are L-conjugate, it follows via Lemma 1.6 that 
X must be an irreducible L-module. Since p)lSl, we have that p 1 IL I but 
p*klL I. Using the transitivity of S on W and Proposition 4.4, it can be 
shown that p ( 1 C,(x)1 for each x E X. 
Let N = M/X so that N a L and that L is a semi-direct product NH, with 
H, z H. Also, N is a direct product of n copies of S that are permuted tran- 
sitively by H,. We let G = UY”(L), so that G is generated by the Sylow-p- 
subgroups of L. In particular, p 1 I C,(x)1 whenever x E X. Also, @‘l(G) = G. 
Since p is an exact divisor of the solvable group L, it follows that G is 
solvable and that G has a unique maximal normal subgroup K. Also 
IG : KI =p and p)lKI. 
Since H, is generated by its Sylow-p-subgroups, we have that H, < G <L. 
Since H, N = L and 1 NI = ( SI”, we have that IL/G1 1 I SI”. Since (I SJ, WI) = 1 
and since IX/= rmn, it follows from Lemma 1.6 that X is a homogeneous G- 
module. Let V be an irreducible G-submodule of X. Then G acts faithfully on 
V and p I 1 C,(x)1 for all x E V. 
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It &ices to show that K is neither quaternion nor cyclic. We have that 
H,<G<L, that NH,=L and NnH,= l.Let U=H',, sothatuisnon- 
abelian of order 56 or 1 U( is 3 or 5. Since U < K, K is not quaternion. To 
show that K is not cyclic, we may assume that 1 UI is 3 or 5 and thus that 
(I UL ISI) = 1 = (I UL IW S ince U acts faithfully on N, [N, U, U] = 
[N, U] # 1. Since U and [N, U] are subgroups of K, it follows that K is non- 
abelian. 1 
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